
Woolworths Market Drayton – Instructions
General Instructions. Use a sharp knife and steel rule on a cutting mat to cut out parts. Note that as parts are cut out, some will need to be kept safe for later 
use. Bostick all purpose glue is recommended, UHU is an alternative. PVA and other water based glues can distort paper and smudge printing ink. Some parts may 
require trimming to fit. Exposed cut card edges can be coloured with felt tip pen or pencil or paint to match the surrounding finish to greatly enhance the overall
effect. A soft 3B black pencil is often sufficient. As pieces are assembled, place them on a true flat surface to ensure that EVERYTHING DRIES SQUARE. A small 
emery board can be useful for tidying edges especially multiple layers. The completed model should ideally be fixed to a base which can be coloured to 
represent the road surface. 

1. Cut out the front wall from sheet WWMD 1 carefully
removing the four window openings and also the four
smaller openings above. Put the doors and pediment top
and black rectangles safely to one side.
2. Cut out the top windows and 'glaze' the printed
windows with adhesive tape. Glue these behind the
openings in the wall. If a more modern name panel is
required then cut out the panel from this sheet and glue
over the original. Cut out the grey moulding strips and
glue these top and bottom of the shop name panel.
3. Cut out and glue the grey mouldings either end of the
name panel. Cut out the window surround. Add the
'glazed' window behind it. Glue the pediment in place. Cut
out the pediment top, score and fold and glue in place.
Glue the central window surround to the front wall.
4. Cut out the RH and LH side walls from WWMD 2 and
glue in place on the rear of the front wall. Corner
strengthener brackets can be used inside the building to
add strength. Cut out and glue the smaller inner side wall
brick sections in place. Cut out the paving section with
the attached white area and glue in place under the front
wall.
5. Cut out the four shop windows. Glaze these with tape. Glue the LH window and RH window in place. Use some paper 
strip on the rear to join the LH and RH angled windows to the door panel.Colour the outer edges of these window with 
black felt pen.  Glue this assembly in place.  Try the step for fit and trim if required. Glue the step in place in front of the 
doors. Add the two black rectangles below the angled windows.
6. Cut out the roof. Score along the centre line and fold. Glue in place between the walls so that the apex is just below the
top of the side walls.
7. Add wall capping to the top edges of the front and side walls, trimming to size as required.

The model is complete. 
Designed by John Howe.   May 2010. The kit was designed using the Market Drayton shop as inspiration. The shop at Ledbury 
appears to have been quite similar – maybe so were others.
See the rest of the range at www.kingswaymodels.co.uk 
including these:- 

CWLO Chadwell Heath Odeon LDS Large Department Store

BTG Burtons HRS High Road Shops BCT Black Cat Tavern

http://www.kingswaymodels.com/

